Official Contestant Rules
For all Competitions & Categories
Hosted by Model SA International

1. I can confirm that I meet all the entry requirements as set out in the “Entry Form” for all competitions relevant to myself hosted by Model SA International.

2. I accept that the judging will take place during the Final Competition’s and knowing the impartiality of the judges, I accept the result. I agree not to protest against the final result and will not make any comment about it or offer my personal opinions to the press or any other person in my home Country or abroad.

3. I can confirm that I will have a permanent passport prior to the Final event being hosted. Should I be Crowned the winner without a permanent passport, I will be stripped of my title and the same conditions as per Clause 23 of this agreement will apply.


5. I can confirm that should I be crowned Winner in my Category and qualify to represent Model SA...
International at International level, I will be liable for the following costs towards but not limited to:

a. Passport and Visa’s
b. Cost for Medical and Insurance
c. Spending money whilst travelling
d. Cost for any outfits other than the Sponsored outfits
e. Gifts towards to International Competition

f. Any for travelling towards fittings and Bootcamp

6. I can confirm Model SA International covers my accommodation and a percentage of my flight ticket towards the International competition. This will be discussed only during the Interview round and not prior to the same

7. I can confirm that should I for whatever reason, not be available to represent Model SA International at International Level after being crowned in South Africa, refund in full, all expenses occurred by Model SA International towards my International trip. This includes the Flight Ticket and accommodation in the Host Country

8. I confirm to send Model SA International daily updates from the Host Country at International Level. This will be in the form of any agreed upon media by both parties. I the case of me failing to do the same, Model SA International will withdraw me with immediate effect and same rules as per Clause 23 will apply

9. I confirm to declare all prices won at International level, any communications to and from International associates or partners of Model SA International. Failure to declare the aforementioned will result in me being blacklisted with immediate

10. I agree to submit a high quality and binded book with images, notes, and my experience of the Road to, Planning and International trip within 21 days on my return from International level. The same will be used by Model SA International for Marketing purposes

11. I agree to use only the official Social Media Pages / Groups owned by model SA International to post any subject regarding the specific competition and not to create my own pages / groups. This to help with the growth of the competition

12. I understand and undertake that should I be elected as a finalist in a specific competition, in my specific category, raise a minimum of R3000 cash. This entrepreneurial project will count 25 marks (%) of the scores during the final event. I agree to present the project to Model SA International in hard / soft copy with the sponsored fees paid in full by no later than 14 days prior to the Final event

13. Monies raised to be paid into the following Bank Account:

   Bank details : Model SA Int.
   Bank : ABSA
   Branch Name : Randfontein
   Branch Number : 632005
   Acc Number : 9264905352

Proof of payment should be kept and double checked with Model SA International. A special award will go to the contestant that raises the most money. The funds raised will go towards the success and growth of such competition and a % will go to a charity institution identified by Model SA International

14. I understand and undertake to sell 5 tickets for the final event per competition that I partake in at least one (1) week prior to the Grand Finale Event’s

15. I understand and undertake should I be elected a winner in my specific category to get involved with at least one charity campaign during my year of reign in my home town. All proceeds for this campaign will go towards the charity in question and not towards Model SA International or myself. Progress will be given to Model SA International on a Quarterly basis

16. I confirm to attend a Bootcamp in South Africa should it be required prior to my international departure and will take photos and notes during the Bootcamp

17. I agree to honour the Sponsors of Model SA International and will only wear outfits and accessories
approved by Model SA International during the Bootcamp session and at International level
18. I will ensure to have all required accessories including Hair, Nail, and Clothes etc. at the Bootcamp
19. Upon arrival at the Bootcamp venue, I agree to wear my competition sash. I understand that there may be press photographers, TV or important people waiting to greet me on my arrival and so I will ensure that I am presentable before arriving at the venue
20. I authorize the use of my photograph, name and video / film footage for use on television, the internet and also for promotional use
21. I authorize the right to place images and video / film footage of me online for any purpose and in any territory at the absolute discretion of Model SA International
22. I confirm that I will not be involved in ambiguous photographs or events. I will not be involved with any photographs or materials that could compromise my position or those of Model SA International
23. I understand that failure to comply with the terms set out in this agreement will mean that Model SA International will have the right to terminate my contract with them and to nominate the 1st Runner-up as the new winner. She would then receive all the rights and corresponding obligations. If this were to happen, I understand that as the discharged winner I could not use the title and could not make any claim. I also understand that I would have to forward to the new winner all the prizes, sashes, trophy and any other prizes and or awards that I would have received when elected as winner nationally and whilst competing internationally. I will be required to refund Model SA International expenses whilst representing them at international level. The same includes all Hotel, Flight, Fairy, Transfer costs, all sponsored prizes and any other goods relevant to my winnings and taking part abroad
24. If I am elected as winner in my category, I agree to attend selected Regional competitions as and when requested by Model SA International
25. I confirm that I will wear my sash at all times during all activities and any other event when representing Model SA International
26. I will avail myself during my year of reign to assist with the arrangements for Regional competitions / interviews
27. I will attend the Grand Finale Event in order to hand over and help crown the new winner.
28. I agree to nominate a minimum of five (5) entrants to enter relevant competitions for Model SA International and will assist during my year of reign to attract contestants to take part in all Model SA International competitions
29. Unless otherwise stipulated and agreed in writing from Model SA International, I may not use any Branding / Corporate Image to my own benefit
30. Any Competition / Charity function or Event planned for must be signed off and agreed with by Model SA International
Exceptional Circumstances.

Notwithstanding the terms of this Contract, the Organization may, as it considers appropriate and for the best interest of the success of the event referred herein, unilaterally alter the terms and conditions required for the contestants and country of origin thereof, as will all other terms that may facilitate the performance and compliance with the adequate participation of the contestants in the event’s. Under no circumstances such alteration shall be interpreted as a waiver of the obligations contemplated in this contract other than those of the Organization. Accordingly, the Organization may, for instance, but not limited to, accept contestants that may not be in strict compliance with age requirements and allow more than one contestants from one region or country, provided that the same are appropriately representing a territory, island, city or other location of touristic significance, with the purpose of promoting and encouraging the presentation of touristic sites that complement the nature of the event.

I certify that I have full knowledge of the advantages and obligations mentioned on the entry form. I have read the contract carefully and fully agree to accept and respect the rules and regulations set out and the rules in this document refers to the official Competition and it’s Entry Form. I declare that this document has been explained, and if necessary translated to me, and so I fully agree with its contents.

Note: All awards are subject to fulfillment by the award sponsors. Model SA International assumes no responsibility for the failure of sponsors to fulfill their commitment.

Note!
The “Entry Form” is the only form that will enter you into competition’s!
Parent Declaration:

In the case of under aged children, Parents / Guardian must complete the following, if incomplete or not signed and returned, the application will not be valid and the Regional Finalist will NOT be allowed to take further part in the competition with no refund of entry fees

I, ______________________________ (Parent/Guardian) of ____________________ (participant) have read and understand the rules and regulations of Model SA International and agree to the rules and regulations of this competition’s and the following conditions:

If your child withdraw from the final event, you will be responsible for all cost already accrued, by signing this contract you acknowledge that your child will participate as a Regional Finalist.
Frequently asked Questions

- **Are events held in a different place each year?**
  In South Africa we are trying to host the finale in all regions through-out the country. At International level although it was held many years in Germany, Australia, Fiji and China after starting in Miami in 1993 with Top Model of the World, then in 2005 and 2006 in China. We prefer to move the competitions all over.

- **How is the Host Country chosen?**
  Model SA International works with the WBO and World Supermodel Pageants looking for interested companies, agencies and/or city governments and based on the best offer the bid is finalized. The city or country offering the optimal venue and the best support to the WBO Organization and or World Supermodel Pageants is then chosen.

- **How many Models are competing in Top Model of the World and Miss Intercontinental?**
  Every year between 40 to 60 contestants, depending of the TV production and hotel opportunities.

- **How many Models are competing in World Supermodel and Teen World Supermodel?**
  Every year between 23 and 30 contestants, depending on the elected countries and hotel opportunities.

- **Are delegates allowed to have cosmetic surgery?**
  We usually appreciate the own natural beauty of each contestant. However there are no restrictions on cosmetic surgeries. The modern time makes it impossible to enforce such a law or rule.

- **How do the delegates get to the International competition?**
  We are working with selected Regional and National Directors in most local regions and nearly all countries in the World to host their own Regional and National Competition to select winners.

- **How is the winner chosen for International Competitions?**
  All delegates are judged in for the finals in four areas of the competition:
  - Interview Section – 40%
  - Project’s – 25%
  - Swimsuit Competition – 20%
  - Outfit’s - Evening Gown or outfit elected by Model SA International per competition – 15%

- **Is Model SA International part of other agents**
  No, Model SA International is not affiliated to any Agency, Modelling School, Academy or individual.
• What requirements must contestants meet?

- **World Supermodel South Africa**
  
  **You must:**
  - be a Citizen for 6 months of South Africa
  - hold a valid passport or be eligible to hold one
  - be 20 years old before the 31st of December in the year of contest
  - be 29 years old after the 1st of January in the year of contest
  - Marital Status is irrelevant – (Married, Divorced, Widowed or Single)
  - be 170cm or taller
  - be a person who was born female
  - be a person who enjoys travelling
  - have good communication skills and enjoy talking to people
  - be able to demonstrate a high standard in public speaking
  - have a strong commitment in the pursuit of excellence
  - be a person of good character, possess charm, poise and personality and be fit and healthy
  - be a person who wants to be a Supermodel and who must have more than 2 years modelling experience
  - have a strong desire to represent their country or region
  - be an ambassador in South Africa as well as at any International events
  - must agree to the terms and conditions as well as the Rules and Conditions of entry which may include signing a winner’s agreement for a 12 month period

- **Teen World Supermodel**
  
  **You must:**
  - be a Citizen for 6 months of South Africa
  - hold a valid passport or be eligible to hold one
  - be 16 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest
  - be 19 years old after the 1st of January of the year of contest
  - be 165cm or taller
  - be a person who was born female
  - be a person who enjoys travelling
  - Have good communication skills and enjoy talking to people
  - be a person of good character, possess charm, poise and personality and be fit and healthy
  - be a person who has never been married or is not engaged to or be married; and
  - has never been through any ceremony either valid or invalid and whether civil, religious or tribal which is recognised as a marriage ceremony in any part of the world
  - must be willing to sign a winner’s agreement and have a strong desire to represent their/your country/region for 12 month period
  - be an ambassador in South Africa as well as at any International functions / events
  - be a person who wants to be a Teenage Supermodel
  - must agree with the terms and conditions
Miss Intercontinental SA
You must:
- be a Citizen or Resident for 6 months of South Africa
- hold a valid passport or be eligible to hold one
- be 18 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest
- be 25 years old after the 1st of July of the year of contest
- be 168cm or taller
- be a person who was born female
- be a person who enjoys travelling
- have good communication skills and enjoy talking to people
- be a person of good character, possess charm, poise and personality and be fit and healthy
- be a person who has never been married or is not engaged to or be married; and
- has never been through any ceremony either valid or invalid and whether civil, religious or tribal which is recognised as a marriage ceremony in any part of the world
- must be willing to sign a winner’s agreement and have a strong desire to represent their/your country/region for 12 month period
- be an ambassador in South Africa as well as at any International events / functions
- be a person who wants to be Miss Intercontinental
- must agree with the terms and conditions

Top Model of the World SA 2014
You must:
- be a Citizen for 6 months of South Africa
- hold a valid passport or be eligible to hold one
- be between the ages 9 to 12 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest
- be between the ages 13 to 16 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest
- be 17 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest
- be 26 years old after the 1st of May of the year of contest
- be 173cm or taller in the category 17 to 26
- be a person who was born female
- be a person who enjoys travelling
- have good communication skills and enjoy talking to people
- be a person of good character, possess charm, poise and personality and be fit and healthy
- be a person who has never been married or is not engaged to or be married; and
- has never been through any ceremony either valid or invalid and whether civil, religious or tribal which is recognised as a marriage ceremony in any part of the world
- must be willing to sign a winner’s agreement and have a strong desire to represent their/your country/region for 12 month period
- be an ambassador in South Africa, Overseas as well as at any International functions / events
- be a person who wants to be a Top Class World Model
- must agree with the terms and conditions
Miss Hollywood Models SA 2015

You must:

- be a Citizen or Resident for 6 months of South Africa
- hold a valid passport or be eligible to hold one
- be between the ages 9 to 12 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest with previous modelling experience and or registered at a Model School, Academy or Agency
- be between the ages 13 to 16 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest with previous modelling experience and or registered at a Model School, Academy or Agency
- be between the ages 17 to 27 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest with previous modelling experience and or registered at a Model School, Academy or Agency
- be a person who has never been married or is not engaged to or be married; and
- has never been through any ceremony either valid or invalid and whether civil, religious or tribal which is recognised as a marriage ceremony in any part of the world
- be a person that possess photographic charm and artistic potential
- be a person who was born female
- Have good communication skills and enjoy talking to people
- be a person of good character, possess charm, poise and personality and be fit and healthy
- must be willing to sign a winner’s agreement and have a strong desire to represent their/your country/region for 12 month period
- be an ambassador local as well as at any International functions
- be a person who wants to be an Artistic Model
- must agree with the terms and conditions
Miss Teen Pristine and Miss Pristine World

**You must:**
- be a Citizen or Resident for 6 months of South Africa
- hold a valid passport / ID or be eligible to hold one
- No Height restrictions
- be between the ages 12 to 16 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest
- be between the ages 17 to 29 years old before the 31st of December of the year of contest
- be a person who has never been married or is not engaged to or be married; and
- has never been through any ceremony either valid or invalid and whether civil, religious or tribal which is recognised as a marriage ceremony in any part of the world
- be a person that possess photographic charm and artistic potential
- be a person who was born female
- Have good communication skills and enjoy talking to people
- be a person of good character, possess charm, poise and personality and be fit and healthy
- must be willing to sign a winner’s agreement and have a strong desire to represent Model SA International for a 12 month period
- be an ambassador local as well as at any International functions
- be a person who wants to be an Artistic Model
- must agree with the terms and conditions

**Special Categories for Non-Models at the next OppiDam Festival 2015**

- be between the ages 7 and 12 with no previous or very little experience. Not registered at a Model School, Academy or Agency
- be between the ages 13 to 16 with no previous or very little experience. Not registered at a Model School, Academy or Agency
- be between the ages 17 years and above with no previous or very little experience. Not registered at a Model School, Academy or Agency
- Any Married, Divorced or Widowed female person with no exceptions to age category